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A curation of positive economic related news in the vibrant Poulsbo area

Poulsbo brewery making Mortal Kombat beer
Written by Tad Sooter/Kitsap Peninsula Business Journal
Anyone excited by the phrase “FINISH HIM!” might be intrigued by a line of
beers being produced by Poulsbo’s Sound Brewery. The fast-growing Viking
Avenue brewery recently announced a series of beers inspired by the Mortal
Kombat video game and movie franchise, in partnership with distribution
company Global Beverage Traders, which obtained the license from game
publisher Warner Bros. . . continue reading

Subscription-based model for primary care gives patients more access,
doctors more time
Written by Terri Gleich/Kitsap Peninsula Business Journal
Walking into Pacifica Medicine & Wellness is more like entering a spa than a
doctor’s office. There’s a spicy floral scent, calming music, fruit-infused water
and a soothing décor of natural wood and seascapes. Further evidence that
Marie Matty and Andrea Chymiy are doing something different: The doctors
greet their patients. . . continue reading

Friendship helped give birth to Poulsbo Twilight Criterium
Written by John Becerra Jr./Kitsap Sun
There’s a really funny story about how Brad Haley and Amy Larson met, and
it involves he type of racing done on four wheels instead of two . . .Several
years later, Haley is doing what he can to help Larson, who is dealing with
cancer, by making her a beneficiary of the proceeds from Saturday’s first ever
Poulsbo Twilight Criterium. The end result—actually holding the race—has
been the culmination of a year and a half of hard work done by Haley a
Poulsbo. . . continue reading

Summer fire preparation North Kitsap Fire & Rescue
Michele Laboda/Kitsap Sun
As of this writing, there are already several large wildland fires underway on
the west (“wet”) side of the Cascades and it seems like the fire season is
starting early. We know that wildland fires can happen here; it’s in your
interest as well as ours to prepare yourself, your family, your home and your
property as much as possible. We’re partnering with our neighbors at the
Poulsbo Fire Department and others to host several meetings in June on
wildland fire safety . . . continue reading
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